Abstract. The (isothermic) compressibility of lattice knots can be examined as a model of the effects of topology and geometry on the compressibility of ring polymers. In this paper, the compressibility of minimal length lattice knots in the simple cubic, face centered cubic and body centered cubic lattices are determined. Our results show that the compressibility is generally not monotonic, but in some cases increases with pressure. Differences of the compressibility for different knot types show that topology is a factor determining the compressibility of a lattice knot, and differences between the three lattices show that compressibility is also a function of geometry.
Introduction
The compressibility of polymer colloids, melts, and also of biopolymers, is an important physical property which affects rheology and other physical properties [20, 28] . The compressibility of linear polymers is monotonic non-increasing with pressure (see for example figure I in reference [20] or figures 15 and 16 in reference [28] ), and typically approaches zero with increasing pressure.
In this paper, we will examine a model of the compressibility of tightly knotted ring polymers, where entanglements becomes an important factor in addition to geometry in determining the thermodynamic properties of the polymer. We do so by examining the compressibility of a lattice model of a knotted ring polymer.
Lattice polygons were introduced as a model of polymer entropy in ring polymers [9, 4] . In three dimensions a ring polymer may be knotted, and it is known that the topological properties of ring polymers have an important effect on entropy [8, 5] . Lattice knots are now a standard model for the polymer entropy problem in knotted ring polymers [22, 26, 10] and these objects have been the subject of numerous studies over the last two decades [19, 12, 27, 21, 11, 18, 25, 23] . One of the advantages in models of lattice knots is that they are effective numerical models of simulating the effects of topological constraints (knotting) on the properties of ring polymers, and although one may not obtain direct quantitative results for real ring polymers, qualitative results may be examined to gain insight into the physical properties of ring polymers generally.
The entropy of a ring polymer depends on its length (number of monomers) and on knots along the backbone of the polymer. Ring polymers which are too short cannot accommodate a knot, and one expect for each knot type there to be a minimal length which will allow the knot to be realised in the polymer. This situation is modeled by minimal length lattice knots [6, 7] , which are idealised models of knotted ring polymers of minimal length (or equivalently, maximal thickness).
Examples of minimal length lattice knot in the simple cubic, face centered cubic, and body centered cubic lattices are illustrated in figure 1. [3] ) in three dimensional cubic lattices. These are embeddings in the simple cubic lattice (left), the face centered cubic lattice (middle), and the body centered cubic lattice (right).
Minimal length embeddings of lattice knots have residual conformational entropy (in addition to entropic contributions from translational and rotational degrees of freedom). For example, it is known that there are 75 distinct symmetry classes of right handed lattice trefoil knots, which expand to 1664 distinct polygons when one accounts for rotational degrees of freedom as well [25] .
The residual conformational degrees of freedom of minimal length lattice knots may seem a surprising feature of these models, and are known to be very dependent on the particular lattice [16] . However, minimal length ring polymers will similarly have some residual conformational degrees of freedom, even if tightly knotted. This would be because the discrete values of angles between adjacent bonds joining the monomers will admit different local geometric arrangements in the embedding of the polymer in free space. These arrangements will contribute to the entropy of the polymer, which is generally a function of the local geometry of the bonding (bonding angles, bond lengths). It will also be a function of the knot type if the polymer is knotted. The overall topology of the knotted polymer will constrain the molecule even locally to entangle in particular ways to complete the knot, in particular when it has minimal length. This will determine in some measure the entropy of the polymer.
In other words, while the entropic properties of minimal length lattice polygons will not produce quantitative results of real minimal length knotted ring polymers due to essential differences between the geometry of the lattice and polymers in three space, lattice knots are nevertheless a useful model to examine the qualitative nature of the interplay between topology and entropy in ring polymers.
In this paper we examine the (isothermal) compressibility of lattice knots as a model of the effects of pressure and topology on tightly knotted polymers. The compressibility will be defined by assuming the lattice knot to be in a bath of solvent molecules which are excluded from a volume about the lattice knot. The response of the lattice knot to increasing pressure in the solvent will be determined, and its compressibility thus determined.
Our numerical approach will be to determine the compressibility from exact numerical data on minimal length lattice knots obtained by using the GAS-algorithm for lattice knots [14, 15] . An excluded volume containing the lattice knot will be defined, and changes in its mean size to an externally applied pressure will be used to calculate the compressibility of the lattice knot as it is compressed in this volume.
Our approach defines an internal space close to the polygon which excludes solvent molecules, and increasing the ambient pressure will then compress the containing volume and the lattice knot inside it. We shall define two different volumes for this purpose, the first will be the smallest rectangular box containing the polygon, and the second will be a more close fitting envelope which will be defined using slices defined by the two dimensional convex hulls of intersections of lattice knots with lattice planes. The second volume is not necessarily convex, and will in many cases be smaller than the convex hull of the polygon, which is much harder to determine. We shall repeat these calculations the three cubic lattices, namely the simple cubic lattice (SC), the face centered cubic lattice (FCC) and the body centered cubic lattice (BCC).
In virtually all cases the lattice knots will be found to be compressible in general. Moreover, the compressibility will be found to have complicated and unexpected dependence on the applied pressure in some knots types, even exhibiting increasing compressibility with increasing pressure for some range of the applied pressure. For example, the compressibility β of a lattice trefoil in a pressurised rectangular box in the simple cubic lattice is shown in figure 2. β increases with small pressure to a peak, it then declines, and reaches a local maximum at intermediate pressures before it decreases to zero with large pressures. This unusual shape for the (p, β) curve shows that lattice trefoils may become relatively softer with increasing pressure in some pressure ranges -this kind of result would be dependent on both the lattice geometry and the topology of polygon, and so would not necessarily give a qualitative indication of the nature of real compressed ring polymers. However, the result suggests that this kind of behaviour is possible, as it is observed to some extend in all three the lattices we considered. Generally, however, different curves will be obtained for β in the other lattices.
We organised our paper as follows: In section 2 our methods and definitions are presented and explained. In section 3 we present results and discuss our findings. We conclude the paper in section 4.
The Compressibility of Minimal Length Lattice Knots
The SC lattice will be realised as Z 3 with basis {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)} and edges of length 1. The FCC lattice has basis {(±1, ±1, 0), (±1, 0, ±1), (0, ±1, ±1)} for all possible choices of the signs, and edges between adjacent vertices of length √ 2, while the BCC will have basis {(±1, ±1, ±1)} for all possible choices of the signs, and edges of length √ 3. Polygons in the SC, FCC and BCC lattices are sequences of vertices and edges {v 0 , e 1 , v 1 , e 2 , v 2 , . . . , v n−1 , e n , v n } where v 0 = v n and all the vertices v i are distinct. Then end-vertices of edges e i are v i−1 and v i . The length if a polygon ω is the number of edges it contains, and the chemical length will be the length times the length of edges: For example, if a polygon has length n, then its chemical length in the SC lattice is n, in the FCC lattice is n √ 2 and in the BCC lattice is n √ 3 since edges have length 1, √ 2 and √ 3 in the SC, FCC and BCC lattices respectively. In other words, the chemical length coincides with the geometric length of the polygons.
Polygons will be considered to be identical if one is a translate of the other. Define P K to be the set of minimal length lattice polygons of knot type K and length n K . The cardinality of P K is the number of polygons of knot type K and minimal length, and this is denoted by p L (K) = |P K | in the lattice L. For example, p SC (0 1 ) = 3, p F CC (0 1 ) = 8 while p BCC (0 1 ) = 12. The minimal lengths of the unknot in the SC lattice is 4, while in the FCC lattice it is 3 and in the BCC lattice it is 4.
In order to determine the compressibility of lattice knots, it is necessary to define the volume they occupy. An upper bound on the excluded volume of a lattice knot is the minimal volume rectangular box with sides parallel to the X-, Y -and Z-axes containing it. A lower bound can be obtained by noting that a particular lattice knot ω should occupy at least the sites along its length, and also the intersection of the minimal rectangular box containing it with the union of the Wigner-Seitz cells along its length. This lower bound is perhaps too small, as interstitial space surrounded by vertices of the lattice knot should also be part of the excluded volume. Hence, we choose to require the excluded volume of a lattice knot to be a convex region containing the knot.
In the first instance, the smallest rectangular box in the lattice containing the lattice knot was taken as an excluded volume V b about the knot. A second, smaller excluded volume V e is defined by slicing the lattice knot with lattice planes, computing convex hulls in these planes, and then gluing them in slabs together to find a more tightly fitting volume about the lattice knot. We call this volume the the averaged excluded volume V e of the lattice knot. A more careful definition is given below. In both cases we assume that solvent molecules pressurising the lattice knot is excluded from the excluded volume V b and V e , and increases in pressure in the solvent will pressurise the knot by exerting a pressure on the convex boundary of the volume about the lattice polygon.
Once the volumes containing lattice knots have been defined, they can be pressurized in these volumes and their compressibility determined. In this study we focus on the compressibility of lattice knots by using the minimal rectangular box and averaged excluded volume.
The rectangular box volume of lattice polygons
The volume of the smallest rectangular box with sides normal to the lattice axes containing a lattice knot is its box volume V b . This volume is a large overestimate of the volume occupied by the polygon, since it is likely to include large spaces near the eight corners of the box. Observe that if V C is the volume of the convex hull of a polygon, then in general V C ≤ V b , although both volumes are minimal convex shapes containing the polygon.
Define p L (v; K) to be the number of minimal length lattice polygons in a lattice
is the total number of minimal length lattice polygons of knot type K.
One may check that p SC (0; 0 1 ) = 3 but p F CC (1; 0 1 ) = 8. However p BCC (8; 0 1 ) = 6 and p BCC (4; 0 1 ) = 6, since there are two classes of minimal length unknotted polygons in the BCC lattice, one class of 6 elements in a minimal rectangular box of dimensions 2 × 2 × 2, and a second class of 6 elements in a minimal rectangular box of dimensions 2 × 2 × 1.
The averaged excluded volume of lattice polygons
Let ω be a lattice knot and P z be a lattice plane normal to the Z-axis. For some choices of P z the intersection ω ∩ P z = Q ω is not empty but contains a subset of vertices from ω. Let C z be the convex hull of the points in Q ω , then C z is a (geometric) two dimensional polygon in the plane P z .
Suppose that the (integer) values of z giving a non-empty intersection Q ω are {z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z m } with z i−1 + 1 = z i for i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Define the slab
Define the volume V z about ω by taking the union of these slabs:
Observe that the vertices of ω are contained in V z , but that some edge may in fact be partially exposed. Since excluded volume effects in lattice polygons are defined in terms of vertices avoiding one another, we still consider V z to constitute a volume containing ω, but it fits very tightly about the polygon in general.
Volumes V x and V y can be defined in this way by cutting ω by lattice planes normal to the X-axis or Y -axis instead. Taking the average gives the average excluded volume V e of ω:
Observed that V e ≤ V b . One may also show that V e = 0 for minimal length unknotted polygons in the SC, FCC and BCC lattices.
The values of V e in the three lattices are strongly correlated across knot types. For example, in figure 4 a scatter plot of V e in the SC and FCC is illustrated. The minimal values of V e in the F CC and BCC are similarly plotted in figure 5 showing a strong correlation between the these minimal volumes in the FCC and BCC lattices.
The minimal values of V b and V e are strongly correlated for different knot types. For example, if the minimum value of V b is relatively small for a knot type K, then so is the minimum value of V e . In figure 6 the minimal values of (V b , V e ) are illustrated in a scatter plot for the SC lattice. 35.00 Figure 6 . A scatter plot of min Ve(K) and min V b (K) in the SC lattice for knot types K as indicated. The points are contained in a narrow wedge, and the volumes are strongly correlated.
The compressibility of minimal length lattice polygons
Consider a minimal lattice knot ω in a volume v ω (which may be either the minimal box volume V b , or the average excluded volume V e ). If the lattice knot is pressurized by an external pressure p, then its statistical mechanics properties will be described by its partition function, given by
where pressure and volume are in lattice units, and the Boltzmann factor is put equal to unity. For example, the partition functions of minimal unknotted polygons with volumes V b are given by
If the volume V e is used instead, then
The free energy of these models van be computed in the usual way:
For example, the free energy of minimal length unknotted polygons in the BCC lattice in the rectangular box volume V b is given by
This is explicitly dependent on p, and shows that pressurising minimal length unknotted BCC lattice polygons will lead to a response by adjusting the average equilibrium volume occupied by the polygon.
In the other cases the polygon will not respond to increasing pressure, and it is incompressible.
The average (equilibrium) volume occupied by a minimal length lattice knot at pressure p is obtained by
The compressibility of the body is defined by
and this definition shows that β is the fractional change in expected volume due to an increment in pressure. β is generally a function of temperature and pressure, and since temperature is fixed in this model, this is in particular the isothermal compressibility. The average occupied rectangular box volume and compressibility of the minimal length unknot in the BCC lattice is
When p = 0 this gives V b BCC = 6 and if p → ∞, then V b BCC = 4. The compressibility can be computed directly:
(1 + e −4p )(1 + 2e −4p ) .
For the minimal length unknot in the other lattices, and also for the choice of V e in all cases, the compressibility of the unknot is zero (that is, it is not compressible). The compressibility of the unknot in the BCC lattice with volume V b is plotted in figure 7 . The minimum rectangular box volume containing a lattice knot K is its minimal rectangular box volume (in the case V b ), or its minimal average excluded volume (in the case of V e ). If a lattice knot is allowed to expand from its minimal volume to its equilibrium volume at zero pressure, there is a change in its free energy. The maximum amount of useful work that can be extracted from this expansion, if the process is reversible, is given by the difference in free energies between the states at p = 0 (when the lattice knot is in an equilibrium state at zero pressure) and the state were the lattice knot is confined to its minimal volume.
Since the free energy of the unknot is independent of the pressure for the volume V e , no useful work can be performed by a compressed unknot in any of the lattices. With the choice of volume V b , the one exception is in the BCC lattice where F BCC (0 1 ) is given by equation (1) . Direct calculation shows that the maximum amount of work that can be performed by letting this polygon expand reversibly from its compressed state is W 01 = log 12 − log 6 = log 2.
Compressibility of Lattice Knots: Numerical Results

GAS sampling of lattice knots
In this study we have sampled minimal length lattice polygons by implementing the GAS algorithm [14, 15] . The algorithm is implemented using a set of local elementary transitions (called "atmospheric moves" [13] ) to sample along sequences of polygon conformations. The algorithm is a generalisation of the Rosenbluth algorithm [24] , and is an approximate enumeration algorithm.
The GAS algorithm can be implemented in the SC lattice on polygons of given knot type K using the BFACF elementary moves [1, 2] to implement the atmospheric moves [15, 16] . This implementation is irreducible on classes of polygons of fixed knot type [17] .
Atmospheric moves in the FCC and BCC lattices were defined in reference [16] , and implemented using the GAS algorithm. As in the SC lattice, these atmospheric moves are irreducible on polygon classes of fixed knot type.
The implementation is described in detail in references [15, 16] ). Polygons of fixed knot type were sampled along sequences, tracking their length and metric properties. Minimal length polygons were detected, classified by symmetry class, stored by hashing and written to disk for later analysis.
The GAS algorithm was implemented efficiently using hash coding which allowed elementary moves to be executed in O(1) CPU time, independent of length. This efficiency allowed us to perform billions of iterations on knotted polygons in reasonable real time on desk top linux workstations. Simulations were performed by sampling up to 500 GAS sequences, each of length 10 7 , to search and collect minimal length polygons. In most cases the minimal length polygons were detected fairly quickly, although some knot types prove a little harder and required more CPU time.
Data on minimal knots were collated and analysed separately. Minimal volumes V b and V e were computed for symmetry classes of the polygons and collected into expressions for the partition functions, from which free energies and compressibility were computed.
Compressibility of minimal length lattice knots in the SC lattice
The partition function of minimal length lattice knots with volumes given by V b and up to 7 crossings are given in table 1. The partition functions of minimal lattice knots with volumes V e (average excluded volumes) are listed in table 2 up to 5 crossing knots. These expression are typically far more complicated than those in properties of the minimal length lattice knots can be determined exactly.
Compressibility of
The compressibility of the trefoil knot displayed in figure 2 was obtained by choosing the volume V b in the SC lattice. The partition function in this case is given by
The expected volume of the lattice knot at pressure p is
305e −27p + 108e −18p + 3e −16 p and the compressibility is explicitly given by
Plotting this function for p ∈ [0, 4] gives the curve in figure 2 . The compressibility of 3 + 1 is not monotone with increasing p but first goes through a global maximum and then again later through a local maximum at higher pressure. Paradoxically, the lattice knot becomes "softer" when compressed for some ranges of the pressure, in the sense that the fractional decrease in volume increases with p in some instances. This effect is likely due to the choice of V b as an enclosing volume -as the pressure increase, the lattice knot starts to explore conformations which expand into the corners of the containing box more frequently, with the result that there is still space to expand into and compensate for the increasing pressure. These results should be compared when the SC lattice knot of type 3 + 1 is instead considered but in the more tightly containing average excluded volume V e . In this case the partition function is given by
The compressibility can be determined in this model as above. It is plotted in figure  8 . In this case one notes that the scale of the β-axis is an order of magnitude smaller than the case in figure 2 . The pressure range on the X-axis is also expanded to larger pressure (up to p = 16 in this case, compared to p = 4 in figure 2 ). The qualitative shape of the curve is also slightly changed; there is still a global maximum at a nonzero value of p, but the secondary local maximum has disappeared. Nevertheless, the general shape of the curve is comparable to the curve in figure 2 . The global maximum is at p = 0.61046 . . . and where β = 0.05907 . . .. The maximum amount of useful work that can be performed by letting a lattice knot type 3 + 1 expand from its minimal containing volume to its equilibrium at zero pressure can be computed from the free energy of the model. If the volume V b is used, then F SC (3
) with the partition function given by equation (2) . By identifying the smallest value of V b in equation (2), putting p = 0 and determining the free energy difference between the compressed and zero pressure state, it follows that the maximum amount of useful work is W 3
= log 1664 − log 12 = log(416/3) = 4.93207 . . .. Interestingly, in this case the same result is obtained if one uses the average excluded volume instead.
Compressibility of 4 1 :
The compressibility of the figure eight knot 4 1 is illustrated in figure 9: In figure 9(a) the compressibility in a rectangular box volume V b is shown, and in figure 9(b) the compressibility in an averaged excluded volume V e is illustrated. Note the different scales on the axes of the two graphs. One may similarly determine the maximum amount of useful work if the lattice knot is relaxed from its smallest containing volume to its state at zero pressure. If the volume V b is used, then this is W 41 = log(38/9) = 1.44036 . . ., and if V e is used, then W 41 = log 38 = 3.63759 . . .. The maximum amount of work that can be extracted from these two knot types were, for 5 
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Compressibility of knots with 6 crossings:
The compressibility of six crossing knots are displayed in figure 11 . For both choices of V b and V e as containing volumes, the knot 6 3 were more compressible, and 6 + 1 least compressible. In all three cases the maximal compressiblity were at non-zero pressure, and only in the case of 6 + 2 with volume V b did we observe a local maximum in the compressibility at higher pressure, compared to the global maximum at low pressure. By using the volume V b to measure compressibility, the (global) maxima in the compressibility were at p = 0.22958 . . . where β = 0.81816 . . . for 6 · The maximum amount for work that can be extracted from these knot types are W 6 The maximum amount for work that can be extracted from these knot types are W 6 + 1 = log 256 = 5.54517 . . ., W 6 + 2 = log(36/19) = 6.52795 . . ., and W 63 = log 74 = 4.30406 . . .. and so on. The largest compressibility at zero pressure is for the knot 8 3 , and this is also the largest compressibility overall in the table. In this table the appearance of a local maximum in the compressibility, as seen for the trefoil in figure 2, for example, appears to be the exception, rather than the rule. Only the knot types 3 which can be tied in the smallest box, and amongst 7 crossings knots 7 + 1 . In the list of 8 crossings prime knots, type 8 3 can be tied in a box of volume 27, far smaller than any other 8 crossing knot (or even any 5, 6 or 7 crossing knot). This suggests that 8 3 can be embedded very efficiently, using relatively little volume, in the SC lattice. In table 4 the compressibilities of minimal SC lattices knots with the choice of the volume V e are displayed. Generally, the compressibilities are smaller than those in table 3 -this is to be expected because the average excluded volume V e is a more tightly fitting volume about the lattice knots, compared to the rectangular box volume V b . All the minimal lattice knots in table 4 are compressible, with the exception of the unknot and the knot type 8 The minimal value of V e is listed in the last column of table 4. The minimal value for 3 + 1 is 8, which is only one half of the volume of the minimal size rectangular box containing a lattice knot of type 3 + 1 . This shows that the volume V e is far smaller than V b for this knot type, and the averaged excluded volume of the knot type is a far tighter fit about the lattice knot. Comparison of the results in this list shows similarly that 8 3 can be tied with relatively very small value of V e , in this case V e = 12, smaller than the minimal value of V e for any other 5, 6, 7 or 8 crossing minimal lattice knots.
Compressibility of knots with 7 or more crossings:
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Compressibility of minimal lattice knots in the FCC and BCC lattices
The compressibility of minimal lattice knots in the FCC lattice can similarly be computed, using again two choices of an enclosing volume, namely V b for the volume of the minimal rectangular box containing the polygon, and V e for the volume of the average excluded volume.
The partition functions of FCC minimal lattice knots up to crossing number 7 and with volumes V b are listed in 
The expected volume of the minimal lattice trefoil at pressure p is equal to V e = 13/2 (independent on p) in the FCC lattice, and is a lengthy expression (dependent on p) in the BCC lattice. The compressibility in the FCC lattice is identically zero, and in the BCC lattice is again a lengthy expression. Plotting these compressibilities in the FCC and BCC lattices for p ∈ [0, 2] gives the curves in figure  13(b) .
Observe that for both choices of the volumes V b and V e , that 3 that the knot is much more tightly embedded in the FCC lattice, and that increasing pressure compress the knot less in the FCC lattice.
The global maxima of β in figure 13 (a) (this is for the choice V b ) occurs at p = 0 in the FCC and BCC lattices. In this particular case, β = 1.17690 . . . in the FCC lattice and β = 1.48918 . . . in the BCC lattice at zero pressure. The compressibility decreases monotonically with increasing p > 0 in both cases. If the volume V e is used instead, then β = 0 for p ≥ 0 in the FCC lattice (the lattice knot is incompressible), but there is a global maximum in β at p = 1.62452 . . . where β = 0.04773 . . ..
The maximum amount of useful work that can be performed by letting a lattice knot type 3 + 1 expand from its maximal compressed state to its equilibrium at zero pressure in the FCC and BCC lattices can be computed as before. In these lattices, W 3 local maxima in the compressibility, as seen for example in figure 2 for the trefoil knot -in fact, with the choice of volume V b only the knot types 7 In most cases the maximal compressibility is at zero pressure, but there are some exceptions to this in tables 9 and 10. For example, the maximum compressibility of the unknot is at p = 0.08664 . . . for the choice V b in table 9.
There are also some knot types with secondary local maxima in the compressibility, similar to the case seen in figure 2 for the trefoil in the SC lattice with the choice of V b as volume. With the choice V b in the BCC, these include 6 3 , 7 can be realised in a rectangular box of volume 144; this is smaller than other eight crossing knots, and these knot types have compact minimal length conformations in the BCC. As one would expect, with some exceptions, these knot types are also less compressible than eight crossing knots.
The maximum work in If one considers the volume V e instead, then there is a steady increase of V e with increasing knot complexity in 
Discussion of Results
The compressibility data of SC lattice knots in tables 3 and 4 indicate that different knot types may have very different properties. That is, the compressibilities are functions of the topologies of the embedded polygons, as well as of the geometry of the polygons, since the results are also dependent on the lattice, as seen for example when comparing the data in tables 3, 7 and 9.
Generally, the minimal length lattice knots were also more compressible in the volume V b , compared to the average excluded volume V e which is a more close-fitting envelope about the polygon. This should be due to the fact that there is extra space for the compressed polygon to expand into near the corners of the rectangular box in the volume V b , and this is not available in the volume V e .
There appears to the little correlation between the zero pressure compressibility of minimal lattice knots in the three lattices. For example, in figures 15 and 16 two scatter plots of the zero pressure compressibility computed from the rectangular box volume V b are given, showing a wide dispersion of points and little correlation between the data in different lattices. There are some generic trends visible in these plots, for example, compressibility tends to increase with crossing number in at least one of the lattices (and knots with low crossing number are likely to be closer to the origin in these plots).
The situation is similar if the compressibilities are instead computed by consider the more close fitting volume V e . In figure 17 a scatter plot of the zero pressure compressibilities in the SC and FCC lattices, computed from V e , are illustrated. The wide dispersion of the points are similar to the results seen for the volume V b .
Examination of the data on W K in each of the lattices and for the knot types,
shows that there are some correlations between compressibility and the total amount of work. For example, in figure 18 a strong correlation is observed between the maximum compressibility β m and W K of knot types in the SC lattice computed from the volume V e . Similar graphs are obtained in the other lattices and also for the choice of V b as 0 containing volume. There are somewhat weaker correlations between zero pressure compressibility and W K in all cases.
The data in tables 3, 7, 8, 9 and 10 show an association between knot types having secondary local maxima in their compressibility curves, and having high total value of W K . In table 3 the knot types 3 
Conclusions
In this paper the compressibility of minimal length lattice knots were examined in three lattices, namely the SC, the FCC and the BCC lattices. Generally, the compressibility properties were found to be dependent on the lattice as well as the knot type. Since the lattice impose a geometric constraint on the lattice knots, the compressibility is determined to be a function of the geometry.
More generally, different knot types were also found to have very different compressibility properties in each of the lattices. This is for example illustrated in figure 10 and 11 for SC lattice knots; the compressibilities of knot types of roughly the same geometric and topological complexity (for example, about the same minimal length and with the same crossover numbers) are seen to have different compressibilities with increasing forces.
We examined the compressibilities by using two notions of a confining space for the lattice knots, firstly the smallest rectangular box volume V b containing the polygons, and secondly an average excluded volume V e computed by slicing the knot in slabs, taking the convex hulls of those slabs, and then their union. V e is a very tight envelope around the lattice knot.
In figure 6 we show that there is a strong correlation in knot type between V b and V e in the SC lattice, and the convex hull volume is thus similarly highly correlated with both V b and V e . Similar results were obtained in the FCC and BCC lattices. Thus, for many knot types the compressibilities β were similarly behaved for either choice of the volume, as one may see in figures 2 and 8 for the knot type 3 1 and in figure 9 for the knot type 4 1 in the SC lattice. This was not universally the case however, as for example seen in figure 13 , where data in the three lattices are compared for the trefoil knot.
We do however see the following qualitative features in our results: (1) Compressibilities are not monotonic with increasing pressure, but may rise and fall instead, and may even exhibit two local maxima. That is, with increasing pressure the lattice knot may become relatively more compressible in the sense that fractional change in volume may increase with pressure in certain pressure ranges. (2) Generally, in tables 3 and 4, 7 and 8, and 9 and 10, there is a weak pattern of increasing compressibility at zero pressure down the tables. (3) We found that FCC lattice knots are likely to have larger compressibility with the volume V b , as seen in figures 15 and 16, although there are many exceptions to this. This is not the case if the volume V e is used, as one may for example see in figure 17 .
We have also computed several other properties of the lattices knots, such as for example the minimum values of V b and V e in each case. In addition, the maximum amount of useful work that can be extracted from a knot if it undergoes a reversible isothermic expansion. This sets an upper bound on the amount of useful work that van be extracted by the expansion of a compressed lattice knot. Our results were listed and discussed (see for example figure 18). 
